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ABSTRACT - Entrepreneurial

working in it. Services which are given by Accounting
Firms encompass: (I) Assurance Serv ices. (2) Attestation
Services. [2].
Does achievement motive of public accountant in
applic ation of Accounting Firms profession have relation
with entrepreneurial or ientat ion fo r every individual
within it?
The aim of this research is to Imow the relation between
achievement motive of public acco untan t individual and
entrepreneurial orientation within them.

zest is important for
Accounting Firms in ol'der to enable to compete in various
business environments. Profession implementation in
Accounting Firms field has correlation with motivation to
gain achievement and has high entre preneurship spirit.
Given sel'vices to th e clients are not only on services but also
on friendliness and on the development of clients' trust. The
services are excessively affected by wOI'k motivation of the
businessmen and by their strong e nterpreneurial orientation
capability for the success indicator of Accounting Firms
depend s on individual working in it. This study examines the
correlation between motivation and entrepreneurship of
public accountant. This research uses 84 samples of 22
Accounting Firms in Bandung. Based on study result using
Canonic analysis this coefficient correlation shows that all
public accountants in Bandung have achievement motivation
and entrepreneurial orientation at intermediate level.

II.

A. Achi eveme nt Motivation

Berelson and Steiner, in Luthans, [3J say that moti vation
exists because there is a motivation as a statement from
onese lf giVing power, activates, or moves (until
motivation is formed). Next, aiming or channeling
attitudes in order to fulfill certain purposes. Motivation is
the power whose role is to reveal and direct an employee's
attitud e [4 ].
If need s is considered to be a background pro viding
one's attitude, then the strongest need in onese lf in
particu lar times will have the greatest incentive which can
urge one's attitud e to the atta inment of an achieve ment.
When somebod y has been ab le to fulfill the need which is
considered as the strongest, the needs with higher level
usually will appear so that behavioral pattern within
oneself will reoccur until hi s purpose to fulfill his need
can be reached.
Sagie and Elizur [5] qoutes that In traditional
concepts achievement motive is the nature existing in
somebody which motivates himself to deal with
c hall enges in order to gain success and superiority [6].
There are s ix co mponents in achievement motive that is;
(a) Readiness to face uncertainl y; (b) The ability of
calculating ri sk; (c) The ability of undertaking personal
responsibility; (d) The ab ili ty of solv ing problems; (e) The
abil ity of confronting difficulties; (f) Grati fying the need
to succed.
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I.

PRIOR RESEARCH AND HYPOTHES IS

INTRODUCTIONS

Environ ment condition is now getting unstable
because of variolls changes demanding an indi vidua l or
an organization to be capable to be more responsive
and fle xib le in dealing with st ricten global competition.
This must be realized completely by either Accounting
Firms or everyone within Accounting Firms itself.
Public accountants must kee p the clients' trust so that
professional life of public accountants will be better. The
dissapointment and dissatisfaction of the clients towards
givcn services wiII affect reputation of the public
accountant offices. Consequently, assignmen t demand s of
examination sen:ices given by public accountant will be
decreased. As the result, the amount of Accounting Firms
apprentice decreased from 29 to 24 in Bandullg [1].
In unde rgoing enterprise in this Accounting Firms
ficld motivation is needed to ga in achievement.
Besides, there are many requirements to have high
entrepreneurship zest. The development of Accounting
Firms reall y depends o n the agents in Accounting Firms
and on how they give their se rvices to their clients. The
services must be friendly and must be able to devel op
clients' lrust. They are cxcessive ly affected by work
mot ivation of the bu sinessmen and by their strong
ente rpreneuri al orientation capability for the su ccess
indicator of Acco unting Firms depends on individual

B. Entrepreneurship

Hisrich and Peters [7] defines en trepreneurship as a
process which will create something which have different
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D. Data Collection

value to readiness of giving some times and efforts with
assumtion which IS supported by financial and
psychological ability and the endurance of social risks in
order to get reward in a form of monetary and personal
satisfaction.
Kuratko and Hodgetts [8 J v iew entrepreneurship can
be identified as the interaction of various skills. They are:
(I) Inner control ,(2) Determination of goal and plan , (3)
Taking of Risks, (4) Inovation, (5) Perception of reality,
(6) The using of feedback , (7) Decision making, (8)
Interpersonal relations, (9) Autonomy, (10) Not afraid of
failure.

Thi s research uses primary data. This primary data are
obta ined through survey and direct ob servation . Survey
method used que stionnaire s as a research instrument
while direct ob servation was carried out to view the
real condition whether Accounting Firms had urged its
accountants in order to have strong achievement motive
or not. Secondary data include how to build motivation ,
strategy, and how Issues of Accounting Firms
enterpreneurships are gained through literature study.
Such data can be obtained from various articles
explaining about Accounting Firms and The Indonesian
Institute of Public Accountans (IIP A) .

Individual with high achievement motives will tend to
love assignments and challenges with either moderate or
medium risks, having high needs of immediate feedback
and enjoy ing a condition in where he can bear
responsibility personally for the result of his works as we ll
as the condition in where he can attempt new technique to
sol ve an assignment [6J whereas concepts of
achievement motive is an approach which can be used to
comprehend about entrepreneurial orientation in oneself
[5J and even (McClelland, in Robin) [6J argues that the
need of achievement is something which is gained by an
individual in hi s interaction with culture and is a
psyc hological
attribute
which
IS
crucial
for
entrepreneurs. This argument in fact is al so supported by
a research carried out by [5J.

E. Method of Data Analysis
The data which had bee n collected were analyzed
according to the ir types (primary or secondary). Primary
data were analyzed by statistic instnlments through the
aid of software SPSS 13.0 for Windows [11). Validity
and reliability examination to measure instrument were
carried out before by correlation method. Hypothesis
examination was carried out by uSing hivariate
correlation Spearman Correlation Coefficient method to
see direction/characteristic and the strong relation between
achievement motive components and entrepreneurial
orientation. To see the significance of achievement motive
components and entrepreneurial orientation while
secondary data were analyzed qualitatively as an effort to
look for the answers of th e problems which become the
core of cause in which this research nceds to be carried
out.

C. Research Hypothesis
Hypothesis in this research is as fo llows:
The existence of achievement motive has strong relation
with entrepreneurial orientation 111 every public
accounting indi vidual.

IV. RESULT
A. The Results of Data Collection

III. RESEARCH METHOD

Questionnaires distributed were 96 copies consisting of

The object of this research is the relation between
achievement motive and entrepreneurial orientation of
Accounting Firms in Bandung.

~~m.
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From 96 copies which were dlstnbuted , questIOnnaires
which were returned were 84 copies from 22 Accounting
Firms. Total questionnaires which were reasonable to be
analyzed were 84 copies. From 96 copies which were
distributed and which could be received were 84 copies
(88% of distributed copies).

A. Sampling Method
Population in this research is all public accow1tants in
Bandung. This method is carried out in order that
accesible population is decided [9]. Taken samples from
the members of Accounting Firms in Bandung are 24
(twenty four) Accounting Firms which have been working
for at least a year so that they are expected to have had
achievement. The amounts of the samples are 96 persons.
The determination of the amount of thc samples of each
Accounting Firms is about 3-4 individuals (quota
sampling) and sample taking is also carried out based on
the capability and the extent of the rese archer
(convenience sampling). For the se lection of research
subject, pUlposive random sampling method is used in
where research subject is based on the characteristics of
population which has been determined. Next, the research
subject are taken
randomly from
samples of
groups/population [10J.

B. Validity and Reliability Test of Achievement
Motivation and Entrepreneurial Questionnaires
Quest ionnaires are used to measure achievement
motive level of respondents is improved by referring to
18-items of Ach ievement Motive Questionnaires (AMQ,
Elizur, 1999) [5].
Based on the result of the examination, 14 (fourteen)
questions about achievement motivation and 8 (eight)
questions about Entrepreneurships are valid. This is shown
by the value of positive r-result and the r-result is greater
than table value.
The rate of r-tabel for 48 respondents and s.ignificance
level 5 % is 0.213. At output program , r-result for each
item can be seen in CORRECTED ITEM - TOTAL
CORRELAnON column. The quantities of all r-result are

.
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items in
about more than 0.21
all
this achievement motive questionnaire are \'alid and can
be used as an instrument for further
Crollbach's
coefficient which shows
the
of correlation among items in a
from this examination is about 0.783
Alpha and close to
with Alpha up to
one and
the
can be

orientation.
was carried out
correlation
achievement motive variable and
orIentation. The calculation of thlS coefficient correlation
because
used CanOlllC correlation
of variables
in this research are ordinal variable, This Canonic
correlation
[12] can be carried Ollt
SPSS Release 13.0. [Ill.
for Windows 2000.
From result which were
observation towards 84
5% and examination two sides of Speam1an
correlation coefficient
correlation requires
and the
of correlation number is
based on obtained results in which
the
positive coefficient exists and
greater than
cotTelation
between
achievement
motive
and
111
Firms can be
in the level of 0.0 I or 1%.
will be carried out in 24
way
correlation
It means achievement
directed to its
of

to measure the
both Achievement }violive and
orientation
calculation,
items in this
are sentences
are in contrast so that to see
of the answers which are given by the
needed to be inverted. Therefore

There are four
of
and four
of motivation which are invalid in the result of
and
motivation at a
r-result or do not fulfill
reliability so that invalid
discarded. The next step is by
using trial and error
by
Thus there are 8
and 14
about motivation which
The

accountants have never been able
to ascertain the
or failure of f'ntrpnrc'n
which will be carried out,
do not
an
which may fail because
that
concern is one of the most

about
motivation which are valid are obtained and
is 0.783. With the Alpha index
fulfilled the requirement to be
of
have been
consistent ans\vers
attitudes,
have been able to be used for further

which move
dealt with must be balance on
money and assume that business!
will be able to bear any risks. They even
be able to see

C. Test of Hypotheses
of The Relation between Achievement
a .
Motivation and Entrepreneurial in Accounting
Firms

b. Achievement Motivation

Value

This analysis can be used as an instrument to classify in
which category
business agent of Accounting Finns
an individual who has
or low
achievement motive. To determine the standard of this
achievement motive classification at first the
of
class amount is determined. In this case. kits will

Applied
was Canonic correlation
consideration that examined variables
ordinal data
in Likert scale
This
whether achievement motive has
connection
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classify respondents into three classes. They are low,
medium, and high. Next, the quantity of interval or length
within a class is determined. Thi s intel:Va l is obtained by
see king the difference among ma ximum value of
achievement motivation from the result of respondents'
answers are subtracted its minimum value. This
calculation produces range, then is divided into three
(according to the amount of classes, low, medium, or
high) [13]. After obtaining interval quantity for each class,
the quantity classification of respondents' achievement
motivation (whether it is low, medium, or high) can be
known. The formula which is used to calculate the interval.
quantity for each class is as follow:
Figure) :
(max value - min va lue)
1=

c
where
: class interval
max value: the value of the greatest achievement motives
min value: the value of the s mallest achievement motives
c
: the amount of the classes
I

Total score in all questionnaires shows maximum value
of achievement motive is 69 and its minimum value is
44. From looking at the total score the quantity of class
interval can be known: i = (69 - 44)/3
= 8.33 is rounded up to be 8

c. Average Score of Entrepreneurial Orientation

The result of this analysis can be used as an instrument
to cl ass ify entrepreneurial orientation category (high,
medillm or low) of the agents/people in Accounting Firms.
I n determining the standard of this orie:ltation
classification first is determining of the amount of
expected classes was carried out. In the sa me way as the
classification of achievement motives, respondents were
grouped into three classes (lO\V , medium, and high). The
next step is that determining the length of interval or
distance in· a class. This interval was gained by seeking the
difference among maximum value of entrepreneurial
orientation from the result of the res pondents' answers
and are subtracted its minimum value. This calculation
produces range and then it is divided into three (according
to the amount of classes , low, medium, or high) [13].
After obtaining interval quantity for each class, the
quantity classification of respondents' achievement
motives can be known. The formula which is used to
calculate the interval quantity of each class is similar to
Figurel.
Total score in all questionnaires shows maximum value
of entrepreneurial is 40 and its minimum value is 26.
From looking at the total score the quantity of class
interval can be known: i = (40 - 26)/3
= 4.67 is rounded up to be = 5
Based on the formula above class interval is obtained
that is 5. Thus the respondents can be classified into the
following classes:

Based on the formul a above class interval is obtained
that is 8. Thus the respondents can be classi fied into the
following classes:

TABLE II.

TABlET.
THE LEVEL OF THE ACHIEVEMENT MOUVE OF THE
rc--~~~~,....,,~,-,-'-R.:.:E:.=S..P..::,
,- O.:N
_-,,-E.NTS...-o-,~~
D
__.~~ _ __ ~

TIfE LEVEL OF ENTREPRENEURIAL RESPONDEN
Total
c
The U\TeI of~nttepreh~uriaI ' '

Score

26 - 30
31 - 35
36 - 40

r-L~~aI :S_c_q_
re_..-t---,-T,--h~
e~
J:-e
,-v_e,L-,-.o_f_Th,--,--e_A-"-,.."el,, ,li=~v-",J!,,-,.Pl~_~
_e"n-,'it,--,M
,-.",o~
ti_
ve""""--'l
44 - 51
Low
5 2 - 59

Medium

60 - 67

High

The average value of achievement motive for all
respondents are 84 orang. Manually, the average value
of this achievement motive are calculated by counting up
the scores of the respondents' answers and the result are
divided by the amount of the respondents afterwards.
This analysis also can be carried out by applying SPSS
13.0 program for Windows [111. at Frequencies menu
(output is enclosed).
From program output the amount of total score of the
answers of 84 respondents can be seen. It produces
ordinal 4 ,686 after it was divided by the amount of
respondents. The average value is about 55.786 and was
gained by the amount of the value which appears very
frequent (Modus) is 56. This average value is in class
interval 52 - 59 (in medium achievement motive
category).
Thus all respondents have medium level
achievement motive on an average.

Low
Medium
High

Manually, the way to calculate the average score of
this entrepreneurial orientation is similar to achievement
motive.
From program output the amount of total score of the
answers of 84 respondents can be seen. It produces
ordinal 2,743. After it was divided by the amount of
respondents th e average value is about
32.655. These
average scores are betwee n the limit of medium class and
high class so that to group the scores the tendency of the
answers' direction is needed to be considered. Based on
produced histogram curves, average value fl)om 31 to 35 is
gained from most of the respondents so that the whole
respondents can be classified into medium level of
entrepreneurial orientation category.
d. Analysis of Correlation Result and Average Scores
Overall correlation examination of the two variables
which produces cardinal 0.737, this number shows that
achievement motive has significant relation with
entreprenurial olientation within every public accountant
(Accounting Firms) in Bandung. This shows that
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challenges.

entTeprenuria l orientation leve l is srrongly affec ted by the
level of ac hi eve ment mo ti ve within o neself However it is
admitted that generall y based o n the result of ave rage s~ores
examination the respondents ha ve the level of achievement
motive and ha ve entreprenuria l orientation in medium leve l.
The phenomena above can be considered as no rmal
because the exis tence of Accountillg Firms in Ba ndung
are mostly recent so that the amou nt of the me mbers of
Accounting Fi rms whic h wa nt to be active in it have not
yet great in quantity. Howe ve r, the most important thing is
that they are potential to develop. This ca n be seen from
the ir average scores whi ch show that thei r ori e ntation is
great enough as Accou nting Firms .
Corre lation examination shows that Canonic corre lation
coefficient gives positive sign is 0.65020 and the range is
greater than 0.5 at s ignifi ca nt degree 5% (two sides):
Thus, it can be concluded that the relatio n between
achie ve ment moti ve variable and enrreprenurial orientation
variable in every Acco un ting Firms is significa nt.
BeSides, strengthen analys is hypothesis ave ra ge scores of
both va riables are used. The result of this rea lly supports
the argument that as ac hievement moti ve arises wi thin
o neself, then his entreprenurial ori entation w ill be greater
too . In these Accounting Firms, the respondents ha ve
med ium leve l of ach ievement moti ve in average but thei r
level of entreprellurial orientation tend to be high and still
ha ve opportunities to be impro ved.
The inventi on above gives new possibilities and there are
many anothe r fa ctors urging an individual to have high
entrepreneurial
orientation and enablin 0a him to reac h
.
success lJ1 business includ ing in Accounting Firms.
Based on the res ul t of the implemented examina tion-1:o
hypothesis which has been formulated in the beginning of
this resea rch, there fore , this researc h hypothesis states th at
there is an accep table corre lation between ac hieve me nt
moti ve and ent:reprenurial orientation in Accountin g Firms.
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V . CONCLUSIONS

The analysis result of the relation between achievement
moti ve and entrepremrrial orientation in 22 Accou nti n a
Firms also shows signi fica nt results. It means tha~
entreprenu ria l orientation at every Accounting Firm s, either
It I S low, medi um o r hi gh is also detennined by the
eX istence of achie vement moti ve level wi thin the
ind iv iduals in Accou nting Films.
The significant correlatio n res ults between achieveme nt
motive
and entreprenurial orientatio n in Accountin 0a Fi rms
.
lJ1 Bandung can be considered as the basic consideration for
managements of Accounting F irms to be able to improve
ItS members' achievement motive and em phas izes on the
Impro vement of indi vidu a ls' quality so that their se lf
c onfidence improves w hen they carry ou t their function .
Accountin g Firms ca n be more focus o n the imp roveme nt
of achievement moti ve of every ind iv idu al so that one's
entreprenu rial olientation and his opportuni ty to become a .
successful entrepreneur are greater. Thus Acco untin g Firms
can lead ItS members to deal wi th chall en<>es in this
business and lead them to be stron ge r w he n the~ meet the ir
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